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QUESTION 1

Managers need to highlight the overtime periods while reviewing their time cards. How should you configure this? 

A. You use personalization to enable the option. 

B. Select the Enable option to highlight overtime periods in the time review layout. 

C. Select the Enable option to highlight overtime periods in the time entry layout. 

D. No configuration needed 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

The Time and Labor Manager of an organization needs to search, edit, and enter time for employees. 

What feature should they be given access to? 

A. Timekeeper for Managers 

B. Set-up Manager Work Area 

C. Time Work Area for Workers 

D. Time Management Work Area 

E. Calendar Entry for Workers 

Correct Answer: A 

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E18727_01/doc.121/e13521/T83865T412733.htm 

 

QUESTION 3

Your customer has asked you to enable a group of workers to change any entered, saved, or submitted time cards up to
five days before the current date. 

Where should you enable this access in the system? 

A. This is not possible. 

B. You would use the Manage Time Layout Sets task to configure when workers can create, view, edit, and delete time
cards. 

C. You would use the Manage Repeating Time Periods task to configure when workers can create, view, edit, and
delete time cards. 

D. You would use the Manage Worker Time Entry Profiles task to configure when workers can create, view, edit, and
delete time cards. 
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Correct Answer: D 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/global-human-resources/r13-update17d/faitl/time-entry-setupprofile-
configurations-and-troubleshooting.html#FAITL2517594 

 

QUESTION 4

Which process enables you to quickly identify large quantities of time cards to submit and mark as approved, at one
time? 

A. Mass Approve Time Cards Process 

B. Mass Time Cards Status Update Process 

C. Mass Submit Time Cards Process 

D. Mass Submit and Approve Time cards Process 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

If a manager has gone on leave without delegating their time card approvals, how should an HR administrator delegate
the approvals to another user in their absence? 

A. If the HR Admin has SOA Admin privileges in Identity and Access Management (IAM), they can go to the worklist and
look at Administrative Tasks View and delegate. 

B. They will have to wait for the manager to return to process the required approvals. 

C. If the HR Admin has SOA Admin privileges in Oracle Identity Manager (OIM), they can go to the worklist and look at
Administrative Tasks View and delegate. 

D. If the HR Admin has SOA Admin privileges in the Authorization Policy Manager (APM), they can go to the worklist
and look at Administrative Tasks View and delegate. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Which three types of information can be linked to a Web Clock button? 

A. time card field 

B. display icon 

C. time device rule 

D. time device mapping 

E. logic rule sequence 
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Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 7

A customer needs to evaluate overtime on a weekly basis while using a biweekly time card period. 

Which option outlines how this requirement can be supported? 

A. A weekly time period would be attached to the Fast Formula used to create the TCR Rule Template 

B. A weekly time period would be attached to the Worker Time Entry Setup Profile in the Overtime Period field 

C. A weekly time period would be attached to the TCR Rule Template, the TCR Rule, the TCR Rule Set 

D. A weekly time period would be attached to the Worker Time Processing Setup Profile in the Overtime Period field 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which statement is true about the business processes that Oracle HCM Cloud Time and Labor provides? 

A. Data entry clerks can key in batches of paper time cards and submit the batch. 

B. Workers can create more than one time card for a given period. 

C. Time cards can be created for a monthly period. 

D. Workers can enter time against the various projects that they have worked on. 

E. Managers have the ability to create time cards from templates. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

A customer requirement is to define TCR rules that relate different types of time attribute (i.e., Payroll Time Type or
Project and Task) values to the rule results. 

Which option will allow the administrator to meet this requirement? 

A. Create a new customer-defined TCR formula and templates. In the templates, enable the selection of Time Attribute
Type and time attribute values in the Rule. Define the rules and assign them using a rule set. 

B. Create a new customer-defined TCR formula and templates. In the template, define the Rule Execution Type as
"Create" to enable the selection of Time Attribute Types and time attribute values in the Rule. Define the rules and
assign them using a rule set. 

C. Use a delivered TCR formula to define new customer-defined templates. In the templates, enable the selection of
Time Attribute Type and time attribute values in the Rule. Define the rules and assign them using a rule set. 
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D. Use either a delivered TCR formula or create a new formula to define new customer-defined templates. Enable the
various Time Attributes along with the data source in the templates. Define the new rules by selecting the specific type
of attribute values for the time attributes in the rules. Assign the rules using a rule set. 

E. This is not possible using the existing functionality. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

You want to enable a contingent worker to view, edit, and create time cards for all workers in your organization in the
US. 

Which role-based security access and privilege should you give the worker? 

A. You need to give the contingent worker the Data Role that has been created for US managers, the job role for Time
and Labor Employee, and the Duty Role for Time Card Entry. 

B. You need to give the contingent worker the Data Role that has been created for US workers, the job role for
Contingent Worker Manager, and the Duty Role for Time Card Entry. 

C. Contingent workers cannot be enabled to act as Time and Labor Managers. 

D. You need to give the contingent worker the Data Role that has been created for US workers, the job role for Time
and Labor Manager, and the Duty Role for Time Card Management. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

You need to configure a Time Card Layout for your customer that includes dependent Payroll Time Type attributes for
input values. 

What process must you run to create these dependent attributes? 

A. the Generate Time Cards process 

B. the Load Time Card process 

C. the Generate Data Dictionary process 

D. the Time Events process 

E. the Time Card Synchronization process 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/r13_update17b/globalcs_gs/FAITL/FAITL2508588.htm#FAITL2233368 

 

QUESTION 12
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Which three capabilities are defined for workers in the Time Processing Profiles in Time and Labor? 

A. rules for time card actions that control when workers can enter, update, and delete their time 

B. time submission rule set 

C. time card period 

D. consumer set, validation, approval, and transfer processing 

E. time entry and time calculation rule sets 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 13

Your customer identifies grades as 01, 02, 03, 04, and 05, with 05 being the most senior. You need to apply the same
Time Processing Profile (TPP) to everyone below grade 04. 

How should you do this? 

A. Add the TPP name to the definition of the grade. 

B. When creating the TPP, add the grades that will receive that TPP to the definition. 

C. Create a group using an evaluation criteria of Grade Equal To 01, Grade Equal to 02, or Grade Equal to 03, and
attach that group to the TPP. 

D. Create a group using an evaluation criteria of Grade Less Than 04 and attach that group to the TPP. 

E. Write a Fast Formula which, when executed, would return all employees in grades 01 to 03, and attach that to the
TPP definition. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

The time collection device was not working for an hour and several employees missed reporting their "Out" time. How
can you create an "Out" event for these employees? 

A. The only way to accomplish this is to create a new entry from the time collection device, using the edit event options. 

B. From the Time Management Work Area, navigate to the Manage Time Events page to generate time events. 

C. From the Time Management Work Area, navigate to the Manage Time Events page to update the workers\\' entries. 

D. From the Time Management Work Area, navigate to the Manage Time Cards page to update the workers\\' time
events. 

E. Navigate to the Web Clock page. As the Time and Labor Administrator, select Change Worker and Time from the
Actions menu. Make the correct entries for each worker. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 15

A rule used in the production environment is delivering incorrect results. It was determined that the formula and template
were correct, but the rule input and output parameters were not set up with the correct values. 

Which option describes, at a high level, how should you resolve the issue? 

A. Set the WFM Administrator Profile Value: HWM_ALLOW_RULE_EDITS to "Yes". Delete the incorrect rule from the
rule set. From the Manage Time Repository Rules task, select the incorrect rule and select Actions ?Edit Deployed
Rule. Correct the input and output values. Re-add the corrected rule to the rule set using the appropriate edit options.
Resubmit the incorrect time cards. 

B. Set the WFM Administrator Profile Value: HWM_ALLOW_RULE_EDITS to "Yes". Edit the deployed Rule to correct
the input and output values. Resubmit the incorrect time cards. 

C. Delete the incorrect rule from the rule set. From the Manage Time Repository Rules task, select the incorrect rule
and select Actions ?Edit Deployed Rule. Correct the input and output values. Re-add the corrected rule to the rule set
using the appropriate edit options. Resubmit the incorrect time cards. 

D. Duplicate the incorrect Rule, and correct input and output values in the new rule. Update the rule set using the
appropriate edit options to use the new rule. Resubmit the incorrect time cards. 

Correct Answer: A 
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